In the conventional PNC scheme, the relay node requires simultaneous transmission of two source nodes with strict power control and carrier-phase matching between two received symbols. However, this preequalization process at source nodes is not practical in fading channels. In this letter, we propose a novel physicallayer network coding (PNC) scheme with log-likelihood ratio (LLR) conversion for fading channels, which utilizes not pre-equalizer at transmitters (source nodes) but joint detector at receiver (relay node). The proposed PNC requires only channel side information at the receiver (CSIR), which is far more practical assumption in fading channels. In addition, the proposed PNC scheme can use the conventional modulation scheme like M-QAM regardless of modulation order, while the conventional PNC scheme requires reconfiguration of modulation scheme at the source nodes for detection of the received signal at relay node. We consider the combination of the proposed PNC and channel coding, and find that the proposed PNC scheme is easily combined the linear channel codes such as turbo codes, LDPC, and convolutional codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future wireless communication networks are required to support increased high data rates, extended coverage, low latency, low deployment cost, and so on [1] . For satisfying theses requirements, most wireless communication systems have been evolved [2] - [4] . Relaying technique has been considered as a promising solution for providing extended coverage with low deployment cost [5] . However, the conventional halfduplex relaying technique causes a substantial loss in spectral efficiency because the transmission of one information symbol from the source node to destination node occupies two channel uses [6] . One way to avoid this spectral waste is to use a full-duplex relay that can transmit and receive simultaneously but the full-duplex relay is not easy to implement [7] .
Network coding (NC) has emerged as a promising technique since its introduction [8] and it employs intermediate nodes to combine and code packets, while the conventional coding approaches code individual packets. NC was originally proposed in wired communication networks but there has been applied to wireless communication scenarios. In fact, it is reasonable to apply NC to wireless communications due to the broadcast nature of wireless medium. Two-way relaying technique based on NC utilizes resource more effectively compared to the conventional half duplex relaying and thereby dramatically improves the achievable rate of relay systems [9] , [10] . With standard NC, each source node utilizes one time-slot to transmit a packet to the relay and the relay takes the exclusive-or (XOR) of these two packet and broadcasts the XOR-ed packet during the third time-slot. Hence, the NC-based relaying technique uses only three time-slots, while the conventional half-duplex relaying technique uses four time-slots [11] .
Physical-layer network coding (PNC) technique was proposed as a more efficient data relaying scheme, which enables two source nodes to transmit packets at the same time during a single time-slot [12] . The relay directly decodes the XOR-ed packet of the received packets rather than individual packets from source nodes and it broadcasts the decoded packet during the second time-slot. Hence, PNC requires only two time-slots for data exchange between two source nodes. In the original paper, the authors assumed that the wireless channel between each transmitter and receiver is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel through perfect power control and accurate phase compensation (which is also called pre-equalization) at the source nodes during the first time-slot. However, ideal channel estimation is required for pre-equalization and the preequalization with channel inversion is known to be quite power-inefficient in wireless communication links [13] . Therefore, this pre-equalization technique is not practical to implement in wireless communication scenarios with large scale path-loss and multi-path fading. Furthermore, the authors of [12] only considered uncoded packets even though channel coding techniques are used for error correction in the practical wireless communications.
There have been several studies on PNC technique for fading channels. In [14] , the authors indicated that the conventional PNC technique [12] cannot be directly applied to the practical wireless systems and they provided a novel PNC technique which does not require channel information at transmitters. The author utilized the multiple relay selection scheme for improving the throughput performance but they only considered amplify-and-forward (AF) strategy due to the difficulty of extension of decode-and-forward (DF) based PNC to fading environments. In [15] , [16] , the denoise-andforward (DNF) strategy, which is a novel PNC technique in fading channels, was proposed. The key idea of DNF strategy comes from the fact that the relay node does not need to decode the both packets from the source nodes. In DNF scheme, the relay node maps the received packet to a discrete set of codewords and it broadcasts the codeword to which the received is mapped. The mapping process is referred to as denoising. However, this denoising process was not clearly explained and the authors only provided the criteria that a denoising mapping should satisfy but no algorithm to dynamically generate the mapping.
In this letter, we provide a practical PNC technique which is appropriate wireless communication systems where the fading effect exists. The proposed technique does not require pre-equalization at transmitters and utilizes a well-known joint maximal-likelihood (ML) detection based on log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for decoding the superposed signal received at relay node from both transmitters. We also consider the joint design of the proposed PNC and channel coding. The rest of this letter is organized as follows: In Section II, we propose a novel PNC scheme with a joint-ML detector and consider two types of channel decoding schemes in proposed PNC. In Section III, some numerical examples are shown. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
II. PRACTICAL PHYSICAL LAYER NETWORK CODING

A. System model
We consider the three-node linear network model which consists of two source nodes (A and C) and a single relay node (B) between source nodes in Fig. 1 . At time slot 1, A and C transmit data simultaneously, and B receives the superposed signal of A and C. The relay node B decodes the received signal in time slot 1 and produces a network-coded packet. We assume that the relay node use the exclusive OR (XOR) operation as a network coding scheme in this letter. Hence, at time slot 2, B broadcasts the network-coded packet with XOR operation of the source nodes if the decoding is succeeded. After receiving and decoding the packet from B at time slot 2, the source nodes (A and C) perform XOR operation for the received packet and its own transmitted data at time slot 1. Then, both A and C can obtain the packets for themselves.
In general wireless communication systems, information bits (b) are protected by channel coding technique such as convolutional codes, turbo codes, and LDPC codes. After the channel coding process the coded bits (c) are modulated for transmission. The modulated signal is denoted by x and XOR operator is represented by . ⊕ Hence, the l-th received signal at relay node at time slot 1 is expressed as:
h and C B h represent the wireless channel coefficients between the source nodes (A and C) and the relay node (B), respectively. The term ( ) n l indicates the additive white Gaussian noise at
The wireless channel is
The relay node is assumed to know the channel coefficients. Fig. 2 shows a received signal at relay node at time slot 1 and we assume that both source nodes use BPSK modulation in this figure. Hence, there exist four signal candidates y according to transmitted signal combination, i.e.,
The l-th symbol received at A and C at time slot 2, respectively, can be expressed as:
x l represents the modulated symbol of network-coded packet from B. We assume that In fact, it is the main challenging issue to obtain the network-coded packet from the superposed signal at relay node at time slot 1 in PNC technique. Once the networkcoded packet, i.e., ,
is obtained at the relay node, the packet is encoded, modulated, and broadcasted at time slot 2. The decoding of networkcoded packet is the same operation as that in conventional communication systems and the performance depends on the channel state of each link. However, signal detection and channel decoding for the superposed signal at relay node at time slot 1 is not trivial and the decoding performance of the network-coded packet depends on both channel states of A and C ( ) . x and C x are decoded from Eq. (1) by using joint maximum likelihood (ML) detection with log-likelihood ratio (LLR) computation. This scheme needs to decode the received packet twice. After decoding the both packets, the network-coded packet is obtained by XOR operation between two decoded packets. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the received signal B Y is supposed to be equal to one of the four signal candidates if noise is not exist. The signal candidates are known to the relay node since we assume that the channel states and the modulation schemes used at transmitters are known to relay node. In separate decoding, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) value of both A c and C c can be obtained by using following equation.
where Pr (Ω) is the probability that the event Ω occurs.
Using symbol mapping rule of the modulation scheme, the probability in Eqs. (4) and (5) where we assume the modulation symbols are generated with equal probability and use Bayes' rule. For high-order modulation schemes like 16-QAM, the LLR computation is also possible with increased complexity. The number of signal candidates exponentially increases as the modulation order at source nodes increases. Let the source nodes use M-QAM. Then, the number of signal candidates at relay node is equal to 2 . M Each LLR value enters the channel decoder and we can obtain both information bits A b and C b if decoding errors are not exist. Thus, in separate decoding, two decoding processes are required. The network-coding are performed;
.
On the other hand, most power in baseband signal processing is consumed by the channel decoder and the relay node needs to reduce its power for packet decoding. We propose a direct decoding scheme for improving the power efficiency of the relay node. The basic idea of the direct decoding is to use the linear property of the general channel codes, i.e., the linear combination of the two codewords becomes another codeword which is generated from exactly the same coding scheme with the same length. Most practical channel codes, which include convolutional codes, turbo codes, and LDPC codes, are linear codes. By applying this property of channel codes and the fact that the XOR operation is also linear mapping, it is easily proved that the order of channel coding and network coding can be exchanged. The linear property of channel codes can be written as:
where ( ) Φ ⋅ indicates the encoding function and the corresponding decoding function is denoted by 1 ( ). Φ − ⋅ Hence, as for the special case that there is no decoding error, the following relation is also valid.
From Eq. (9), we find that the network-coded packet In direct decoding, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) value of A C c c ⊕ can be obtained as:
When we assume that BPSK modulation is used in both source nodes, the the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) value of 
The computed LLR value enters the channel decoder and we can directly obtain the network coded packet B b otherwise decoding errors exist. Thus, in direct decoding, a single decoding process is required. As we noted before, the BER performance of the PNC technique depends on both links. For example, when 1, ρ = the approximate twice energy is required for the same BER performance, compared to the case that conventional BPSK scheme, i.e., the case that only A transmits a packet to relay. However, when 5 ρ = (the channel gain of the link between C and B is much larger than that between A and B), approximately the same energy is required, which imply the BER performance is mainly affected by link with lower SNR. On the other hand, the required
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
E N increases as ρ decreases. Note that, when
(the received SNR of the link between C and B is smaller than the link between A and B by 7dB ), the additionally required energy for the same BER performance is approximately 7dB. Therefore, in this case, the BER performance is very similar to that of the case that only C transmits a packet to relay. In addition, we can find that link adaptation techniques (rate selection) for PNC scheme needs to consider both links. Roughly, the transmission rate of each source node may be selected according to weak channel gain between two links because the BER performance is dominated by the weak channel both links. Roughly, the transmission rate of each source node may be selected according to weak channel gain between two links because the BER performance is dominated by the weak channel. Fig. 4 shows the coded BER performance of the proposed PNC technique at relay node B for varying 0 ( / ) b E N and varying ρ and we use a simple convolutional code as a channel coding scheme. The convolution code that used in this simulation has two memory and its minimum free distance is equal to 7. The code rate is set to 1/3 with a generator polynomial (110,101,111) in binary number. As we expected in Section II, the separated decoding outperforms the direct decoding in all cases. When 1 ρ = and we used the direct decoding instead of the separated decoding, the additionally required energy for the same BER performance is equal to 1dB. However, when 1 ρ > or 1, ρ < the performance loss of using direct decoding is negligible. For example, as we illustrated in Fig. 4 when 0.2 ρ = or 5, ρ = the performance of separated decoding and direct decoding is almost the same. Fig. 3 . BER of uncoded PNC with BPSK modulation for varying ρ Fig. 4 . BER of coded PNC with BPSK modulation for varying ρ
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a practical physical layer network coding (PNC) technique without preequalization for fading channels. The proposed requires no channel state information (CSI) at both source nodes, while the conventional PNC scheme requires the full CSI of both links and strict power and phase compensation at the source nodes. We also proved that the proposed PNC technique can be easily combined with any linear channel codes. Numerical examples show that the BER performance is dominated by the weaker channel between PNC pairs and link adaptation scheme should consider the both channel gains. Finally, we find that the direct decoding can be a good solution for reducing the complexity at relay node.
